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Abstract 

 The items of intelligence tests can demonstrate differential item functioning across 

different groups: cross-sample differences in item difficulty or discrimination, independently 

of any difference of ability. This is also true of comparisons over time: as the cultural context 

changes, items may increase or decrease in difficulty. This phenomenon is well-known, but 

its impact on estimates of the Flynn effect has not been systematically investigated. In the 

current study, we tested differential item functioning in a subset of 111 items common to 

consecutive versions of the French WAIS-R (1989), WAIS-III (1999) and/or WAIS-IV 

(2009), using the three normative samples (total N = 2979). Over half the items had 

significant differential functioning over time, generally becoming more difficult from one 

version to the next for the same level of ability. The magnitude of differential item 

functioning tended to be small for each item separately, but the cumulative effect over all 

items led to underestimating the Flynn effect by about 3 IQ points per decade, a bias close to 

the expected size of the effect itself. In this case, this bias substantially affected the 

conclusions, even creating an ersatz negative Flynn effect for the 1999-2009 period, when in 

fact ability increased (1989-1999) or stagnated (1999-2009) when accounting for differential 

item functioning. We recommend that studies of the Flynn effect systematically investigate 

the possibility of differential item functioning to obtain unbiased ability estimates. 
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Highlights 

• Items can change in their difficulty or discrimination over time. 

• We tested the impact of these changes on Flynn effects in 3 versions of the WAIS. 

• Over half the items showed significant differential item functioning. 

• Differential item functioning biased the Flynn effect by about 3 IQ points per decade. 

• The Flynn effect should be studied at the item level to obtain unbiased estimates. 
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1. Introduction 

 The Flynn effect refers to IQ changes over time in a population. First observed at the 

beginning of the 20th century (Rundquist, 1936), reported IQ changes over time have been 

overwhelmingly positive, with an average rate of about +3 IQ points per decade (Pietschnig 

& Voracek, 2013; Trahan et al., 2014). These gains seem to continue either at a similar rate 

(Trahan et al., 2014) or at a slowed rate in developed countries (Pietschnig & Voracek, 2013; 

Wongupparaj et al., 2015), although a few instances of a negative Flynn effect – IQ 

decreasing over time – have also been reported (Dutton & Lynn, 2015). 

 These IQ changes over time are often interpreted as long-term changes of intelligence, 

but this is not necessarily the case. By definition, a fluctuation of IQ is only a fluctuation of 

the total score on an intelligence test – and total scores on intelligence tests are only indirect 

reflections of intelligence. The score on an intelligence test is affected by many variables 

other than intellectual ability, such as cultural knowledge (e.g. Georgas et al., 2003; Kan et 

al., 2013) and test-taking strategies (Must & Must, 2013). If these other variables also change 

over time, they can lead to systematic overestimation or underestimation of scores for a 

sample at one point in time compared to another. In this case, the estimate of the Flynn effect 

will be biased: the actual change of intellectual ability may be less, or more, than the change 

occurring in the observed total score. In the current study, we focus on the possibility that 

estimates of the Flynn effect could be biased by changes of item difficulty over time (for a 

detailed discussion, see Gonthier et al., 2021). 

1.1. Differential Item Functioning over Time 

 The literature has often raised the question of whether the Flynn effect reflects actual 

gains of intellectual ability, or just methodological artifacts (e.g. Kaufman, 2010; Rodgers, 

1998; Weiss et al., 2016; Zhu & Tulsky, 1999). In his writings, James Flynn (e.g. 1998a, 
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2009) always steered clear of equating IQ changes with intelligence changes, taking up the 

useful analogy of Jensen (1994): that inferring changes of intellectual ability based on 

changes of test scores is akin to inferring differences of height based on differences in the 

length of people's shadows. Comparing the length of shadows collected at a particular point 

in time will yield accurate results, but comparing the length of shadows collected at different 

seasons, when the sun is lower or higher on the horizon, can yield biased estimates of height 

differences. 

 One factor that can particularly bias comparisons of total scores on intelligence tests 

over time is the change of item parameters: systematic changes, over time, in the difficulty or 

discriminating power of items (sometimes called item drift). As culture evolves over time, 

people approach the test with different cultural knowledge, making some items easier or more 

difficult. A useful example is given by Wicherts (2007; see also Wicherts et al., 2004), of 

people having higher success on a vocabulary test item requiring the definition of the word 

"terminate" after the release of the movie Terminator, and lower success on an item requiring 

the definition of the word "Kremlin" after the release of the movie The Gremlins. In these 

examples, scores change, but intellectual ability does not: changes of average performance 

are caused by changes in the attributes of items over time, due to a variable other than ability. 

 This situation, where differences of average performance between two samples are 

caused by differences in the items' difficulty or their capacity to discriminate between ability 

levels, rather than by differences of ability, is labeled Differential Item Functioning (DIF; for 

examples, see Ackerman, 1992; Martinková et al., 2017; Zumbo, 2007) – in this case DIF 

over time. DIF is often tested by examining difficulty and discrimination parameters at the 

item level based on Item Response Theory (IRT; e.g. Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Pietschnig 

et al., 2013). IRT allows not only for a test of differences of item parameters between 

samples, but also for a test of the impact of these differences on ability estimates. This makes 
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it possible to obtain estimates of ability differences between samples, independently of 

differences of item properties (as long as at least some items unbiased by DIF are available as 

a point of reference), a feature that could be particularly useful when testing for Flynn effects. 

1.2. Impact of DIF over Time on the Flynn Effect 

 The phenomenon of DIF can change the difficulty of items over time, independently 

of any change of intellectual ability. In principle, this DIF over time can bias estimates of the 

Flynn effect (assuming that the Flynn effect reflects an actual change of ability); the result of 

the comparison between samples will depend on the direction in which item difficulty and 

sample ability change. If obsolescence leads items to become more difficult over time, this 

can partly or fully offset any long-term gains in ability in the population, leading to 

underestimation of the Flynn effect, or even to the ersatz finding of a negative Flynn effect 

(Gonthier et al., 2021). Conversely, items becoming easier over time could lead to 

overestimation of the Flynn effect. 

 Given the importance of this potential bias, there has been surprisingly little study of 

the role of DIF over time in intelligence tests, and its impact on estimates of the Flynn effect 

in particular. It has long been known that the items used in intelligence tests do indeed 

demonstrate systematic changes of difficulty over time, possibly affecting comparison 

between samples (Flieller, 1988; see also Brand et al., 1989). However, the extent of these 

changes and and their impact on estimates of the Flynn effect are stil unclear. 

 Some studies have confirmed that composite intelligence tests, such as the Wechsler 

scales, are not measurement invariant over time (Beaujean & Sheng, 2014; Wicherts et al., 

2004), which means their measurement properties can indeed change over time. It has also 

been shown that this lack of measurement invariance can bias differences of latent means 

between samples collected at different points in time (Wicherts et al., 2004). However, these 
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studies conducted analyses only at the level of total scores on subtests, which makes it 

unclear how the lack of measurement invariance plays out at the level of items. 

 A handful of other studies have examined DIF using an IRT approach, but only in 

vocabulary and mathematics tests (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Beaujean & Sheng, 2010; 

Flieller, 1988; Pietschnig et al., 2013). Most converged to the conclusion that there was 

significant item drift in these tests, with one study finding that DIF over time largely 

accounted for the Flynn effect (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008). However, it is unknown to what 

extent this conclusion can be generalized to intelligence tests beyond the specific case of 

vocabulary and mathematics. One study (Shiu et al., 2013) investigated a panel of eight 

subtests, more diverse although still oriented towards verbal and numeric content (e.g. 

computation, information, sentence completion, synonyms), and found that over one third of 

all items demonstrated DIF. The direction and magnitude of DIF at the item level were not 

reported, but it had sufficient impact to severely bias estimates of the Flynn effect, at least for 

the information subtest: raw scores showed a negative Flynn effect for this subtest, whereas 

IRT-based ability estimates showed a positive Flynn effect. 

 We recently showed that a purported negative Flynn effect in France (Dutton & Lynn, 

2015; see also Woodley of Menie & Dunkel, 2015) in the Wechsler scales was in fact driven 

by DIF over time, for some items in the subtests with high cultural load (Arithmetic, 

Comprehension, Information, Similarities, Vocabulary). Our results confirmed that DIF can 

indeed substantially bias Flynn effects, possibly contributing to the creation of ersatz negative 

Flynn effects due to outdated items becoming more difficult over time (Gonthier et al., 2021). 

To our knowledge, this was one of the only investigations of DIF using IRT in a test of 

general intelligence, in the context of Flynn effects. However, this study was only geared 

towards testing the possibility of a negative Flynn effect in France, and the generalizability of 

our conclusions to other contexts was limited by the small size of the sample (N = 81). A 
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systematic investigation of the contribution of DIF over time to Flynn effects in a general 

intelligence test is thus lacking. This is the focus of the present study. 

1.3. Rationale for the Current Study 

 The overarching goal of the current study was to investigate the possibility that Flynn 

effects could be biased by DIF in general intelligence tests. This required answering two 

questions: 1) whether DIF over time is present in a test of a general intelligence, and to what 

extent; and 2) how unbiased estimates of the Flynn effect accounting for DIF, based on IRT 

ability estimates, compare to estimates of the Flynn effect computed from raw total scores, 

without correction for DIF. 

 Answering these two questions required a sample large enough to allow for stable IRT 

analysis; representative enough of the general population to allow for conclusions regarding 

the Flynn effect; and collected using a test of intellectual ability with enough different 

subtests to allow for general conclusions regarding the presence of DIF over time in 

intelligence tests. The only datasets matching these criteria in our country are the normative 

samples collected in the process of developing Wechsler scales. 

 A study of DIF also requires data collected with the same items at several successive 

points in time. There are three major ways to achieve this. The first solution is to have 

subjects complete the same test over years (e.g. Teasdale & Owen, 2008); but this is not the 

case for Wechsler scales, which are updated on a regular basis. The second solution is to have 

a small sample of subjects perform an older version of the test, and to compare their results 

with their performance on a newer version of the test in relation to normative samples (e.g. 

Flynn, 1984, 1998b); this is the solution we used in a prior study of DIF (Gonthier et al., 

2021), but the resulting samples tend to be too small for large-scale IRT analyses. In the 

current study, we used a novel, third solution: taking advantage of the fact that some items 
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are re-used in successive versions of the same test, and testing DIF only for those items that 

overlap between successive versions1. 

 We thus retrieved item-level datasets for three versions of the Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale (WAIS): the WAIS-R dataset collected in 1989 (Wechsler, 1989), the 

WAIS-III dataset collected in 1999 (Wechsler, 2000), and the WAIS-IV dataset collected in 

2009 (Wechsler, 2011). We identified the subset of items common to the WAIS-R and 

WAIS-III, and the subset of items common to the WAIS-III and WAIS-IV. We then treated 

these overlapping items as a single test, and we investigated whether these items 

demonstrated DIF, by comparing IRT item parameters between the 1989 and 1999 samples, 

and between the 1999 and 2009 samples. Lastly, we estimated the Flynn effect for the 1989-

1999 and 1999-2009 periods based on the sum of scores on these items, and we compared 

these estimates of the Flynn effect with those obtain from IRT ability estimates accounting 

for DIF over time. 

                                                           
 
1 In a sense, this method is symmetrical to the solution used by Flynn (1984): we use as a point of reference the 

common set of items that overlap between two versions of the test, instead of using a common set of subjects 

that perform two versions of the test. 
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2. Method 

2.1 Datasets 

 The French publisher authorized access and use of the raw data for the normative 

samples of the WAIS-R (year 1989, n = 1000), WAIS-III (year 1999, n = 1104), and WAIS-

IV (year 2009, n = 875). The three samples were approximately representative of the adult 

French population in terms of gender (WAIS-R: 50% male; WAIS-III: 45% male; WAIS-IV: 

49% male), age groups (WAIS-R: 100 subjects in each of 10 groups in the 16-80 age range; 

WAIS-III: between 76 and 103 subjects in each of 12 groups in the 16-90 age range; WAIS-

IV: between 67 and 87 subjects in each of 11 groups in the 16-90 age range), geographical 

regions (WAIS-R: between 136 and 271 subjects in each of 5 French territorial areas; WAIS-

III: between 153 and 329 subjects in each of 5 French territorial areas; WAIS-IV: information 

unavailable but similar data collection methods), and socio-economic levels (approximately 

matching the composition of the general population, as assessed based on the categories of 

the French national institute of statistics, INSEE). All data were collected by psychologists 

purposefully trained by the publisher for WAIS data collection (each psychologist sent back 

protocols to the publisher after training to ensure that they complied with data collection 

instructions and that the test was scored correctly). 

2.2 Subtest and Item Matching across Versions 

 Materials from the WAIS-R, WAIS-III and WAIS-IV were screened to identify items 

common to at least two test versions. Some subtests not scored as discrete items (e.g. Digit 

Symbol Coding) were discarded. To ensure that the distribution of scores was appropriate for 

DIF analyses, items with accuracy above 97.5% were excluded, as were items located before 

starting points, which were not completed by most subjects (e.g. Item 3 for a subtest starting 

at Item 4). 
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 In most cases, items were strictly identical, or came with cosmetic changes (e.g. for 

the Picture Completion subtest, images of better quality in the WAIS-III than in the WAIS-

R), but in 21 instances items were more substantially adapted from one version to the next. 

These 21 items were examined independently by the two authors to determine whether they 

could be considered logically equivalent. Eight of these items were considered logically 

equivalent by both authors, and were retained for analysis (these items are marked separately 

in the Results section); the others were discarded. The total number of items retained for 

analysis for each subtest is summarized in Table 1. 

 In some cases for the subtests Comprehension, Information, Similarities and 

Vocabulary, items were strictly identical, but the criteria used to score answers were altered 

from one version to the next. These changes were often minor: for example, one Vocabulary 

item of the WAIS-R had 27 scoring guidelines, of which 26 were kept constant for the 

WAIS-III, whereas the 27th was changed to allow the examiner to query one particular type 

of incomplete answer, giving the subject a chance to elaborate. In most cases, scoring criteria 

became more lenient (11 items), sometimes more stringent (3 items) or with a mix of more 

lenient and more stringent changes (4 items). All concerned items are marked separately in 

the Results section. 

[Insert Table 1 approximately here] 

2.3 Data Preprocessing 

 The data from the WAIS-R, WAIS-III and WAIS-IV were carefully preprocessed to 

ensure that they could be unbiasedly compared across the three samples. Subjects belonging 

to one of the clinical subsamples collected by the publisher were first excluded from the 

sample. The raw scores of all subjects were then retrieved for all items in all subtests. Data 

entry errors were corrected in all datasets. Missing data for certain items, due to the subject 
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reaching the discontinue criterion in a subtest, were recoded as 0 for the three versions2. For 

the three subtests including items scored as a function of response time (Arithmetic, Block 

Design and Object Assembly), responses were re-scored for those items where time credit 

differed across versions. Responses were also re-scored for the Picture arrangement subtest, 

where different criteria for partly correct responses were used in the WAIS-R and WAIS-III. 

To ensure stability of the estimated parameters, we also recoded items with more than two 

possible scores where a given score was obtained by fewer than 25 subjects in a given test 

version, by collapsing the response category with insufficient data with the immediately 

inferior response (for example, in the case of an item scored 0, 1 or 2, when only five subjects 

scored 1, the item was recoded as 0 or 1 and these five subjects were assigned a score of 0). 

2.4 Data Analysis 

 Differential item functioning was tested by comparing the WAIS-R and WAIS-III 

samples on one hand, and the WAIS-III and WAIS-IV samples on the other hand: there were 

too few identical items between WAIS-R and WAIS-IV to allow for meaningful comparison 

(n = 15). Analyses were performed with the method of iterative logistic ordinal regression 

using IRT (Choi et al., 2011; Crane et al., 2006), as implemented with the package lordif 

(Choi, 2016; see also Choi et al., 2011) for R (R Core Team, 2022). 

 Logistic regression can be used to test how the score on a given item varies as a 

function of both a subject's ability, and the group to which they belong; this is a classic and 

robust approach to DIF (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990). Logistic ordinal regression is an 

                                                           
 
2 This was done to maximize the amount of data available for ability estimation, with the side effect that the 

more difficult items were scored as failed despite subjects not completing them due to failing prior items, 

potentially biasing item parameter estimates. However, replacement by zero seems to have limited effect on 

Type I error rates when the data are not missing at random (Banks, 2015), and the current results were relatively 

robust to this analytic choice: when coding missing data as "NA" instead of zero, 32 items instead of 34 had 

significant uniform DIF for the comparison between WAIS-R and WAIS-III, and 25 items instead of 29 had 

significant uniform DIF for the comparison between WAIS-III and WAIS-IV. 
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extension of logistic regression to the case of dependent variables with more than two 

outcomes. This allows for the analysis of a mixture of items with two or more than two 

possible scores, which is particularly useful in the case of the WAIS. 

 For each item, three models are compared: Model 1 predicts item score based only on 

ability; Model 2 predicts item score based on both ability and group; Model 3 predicts item 

score based on ability, group, and the interaction between the two. If Model 2 fits better than 

Model 1, the item has uniform DIF (scores on the item depend on the subject's group, above 

and beyond their ability); if Model 3 fits better than Model 2, the item has non-uniform DIF 

(the relation between level of ability and scores on the item depends on group). Note that an 

item can have only uniform DIF (the intercept is higher in one group, indicating lower 

difficulty, but the relation between ability and performance is the same in both groups), only 

non-uniform DIF (the slope for the effect of ability on performance is lower in one group, but 

average difficulty is the same), or both. In the current study, we estimated the difference 

between models using Nagelkerke's pseudo-R² measure of explained variation3 (Nagelkerke, 

1991; among available alternatives, the values of this index tend to be closest to the 

equivalent R² in a multiple regression, e.g. Veall & Zimmermann, 1990). 

 With the method of iterative logistic ordinal regression (Choi et al., 2011; Crane et al., 

2006), the first step is to estimate ability by fitting an IRT model to all items, assuming that 

no DIF is present. The corresponding theta parameter estimates are retrieved and serve to 

index ability. In the second step, a logistic ordinal regression is used to identify items with 

substantial DIF, as described above. The IRT model is then fitted again, with separate 

parameters for the two versions for all items identified with DIF, so as to obtain a more 

precise ability estimate. This procedure is run iteratively until all items with DIF are 

                                                           
 
3 Tables 3 to 6 only report the comparison between Model 1 and Model 2 for uniform DIF, and the comparison 

between Model 2 and Model 3 for non-uniform DIF. A two-degrees of freedom comparison between Model 1 

and Model 3 is also possible to test for overall DIF, but it is not reported here for simplicity. 
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identified. In the current study, IRT estimation used the graded response model (Samejima, 

1969) with default parameters. Items were flagged with substantial DIF in the logistic ordinal 

regression if the difference of R² between Model 1 and Models 2 or 3 was at least 0.01. 

(Other possible criteria, such as a R² of 0.02 or a significant chi-square test, led to similar 

conclusions.) 

 After performing this iterative procedure to obtain stable ability estimates, pseudo-R² 

were computed for the difference between Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 for each item to 

quantify the effect size for DIF. A significance test was also performed by conducting Monte 

Carlo simulations under the null hypothesis with 5000 replications, so as to obtain 

approximate p-values for these R². The significance threshold for DIF was set at alpha = .001 

to correct for multiple comparisons across all items. 

 The last step was to estimate the extent of the Flynn effect, with and without taking 

DIF into account. To this end, approximate IQ scores were computed for each subject, based 

on raw item responses (the scores on all items were normalized on a scale from 0 to 1, 

summed together, and converted to the standard IQ scale), and based on IRT ability estimates 

corrected by DIF (computed as theta ability estimates, with separate parameters for items 

with DIF, then converted to the standard IQ scale). This allowed for comparison of the raw 

estimate of the Flynn effect that would have been obtained based on simply counting correct 

answers4, to the more refined estimate obtained from IRT allowing for DIF, in line with prior 

literature (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Beaujean & Sheng, 2010; Pietschnig et al., 2013). 

                                                           
 
4 An alternative solution would have been to use the IRT ability estimates in a model not allowing for DIF (i.e. 

with all item parameters constrained to be equal across test versions). This alternative led to conclusions similar 

to using the sum of raw item responses, with a Flynn effect estimated to +1.93 IQ points for the 1989-1999 

comparison and to -2.37 IQ points for the 1999-2009 comparison. 
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3. Results 

 The results of DIF analyses are summarized in Table 2. Details of the statistical tests 

for all subtests are presented in Tables 3-6; details of IRT item parameters are presented as a 

Supplemental Material in Tables A1-A4. In total, over half the items demonstrated DIF over 

time. This was true both between the 1989 WAIS-R sample and the 1999 WAIS-III sample, 

and between the 1999 WAIS-III sample and the 2009 WAIS-IV sample. 

[Insert Table 2 approximately here] 

 The majority of observed DIF was uniform DIF (a difference of intercept: items being 

significantly more difficult in one sample than another, for the same level of intellectual 

ability), which occurred for over half the items. By contrast, there were fewer instances of 

non-uniform DIF (a difference of slope: items being significantly more dependent on ability 

for one sample than another). In total, about one third of items had significant non-uniform 

DIF, but half of these came from just the Information and Vocabulary items in the WAIS-R 

and WAIS-III samples. 

 Overall, there were more instances of DIF for subtests with a high cultural load 

(Georgas et al., 2003; Kan et al., 2013): over half the items had uniform DIF in all of 

Arithmetic, Comprehension, Information, Similarities, Vocabulary and Picture completion, 

whereas there were only 38% of items with uniform DIF in Matrix reasoning, and almost 

none in Block design. Surprisingly, there was significant DIF for all analyzed items of the 

Backward digit span. 

 The detailed results of the comparison between the 1989 WAIS-R and 1999 WAIS-III 

samples are displayed in Table 3 for verbal subtests and in Table 4 for visuo-spatial subtests. 

Note that the results are split between these two tables for legibility, but that all items were 

analyzed concurrently to obtain the ability estimates. It is clear from the results that the vast 
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majority of items belonging to verbal subtests had uniform DIF, non-uniform DIF, or both. It 

is also clear that the magnitude of DIF, expressed in terms of pseudo-R², was relatively small 

(although pseudo-R² from logistic regressions do not translate directly into a percentage of 

explained variation, and are typically lower than those from linear regressions): for items 

strictly identical across versions, effect sizes ranged from R² = .01 to .04. Uniform DIF was 

mostly in the direction of items being more difficult for the 1999 WAIS-III sample than for 

the 1989 WAIS-R sample for an equal level ability (24 out of 34 items or 71%). 

[Insert Table 3 approximately here] 

[Insert Table 4 approximately here] 

 The detailed results of the comparison between the 1999 WAIS-III and 2009 WAIS-

IV samples are displayed in Table 5 for verbal subtests and in Table 6 for visuo-spatial 

subtests. In this case too, the majority of items in the verbal subtests demonstrated uniform 

DIF, non-uniform DIF or both. For most items, DIF effect sizes were in the R² = .01 to .07 

range. There were two exceptions for the Picture completion subtest, at .11 and .50: upon 

closer inspection, this was explained by the redrawing of the two corresponding items in the 

WAIS-IV, with the enhanced level of detail in the pictures making the missing features much 

less perceptually obvious. Uniform DIF was mostly in the direction of items being more 

difficult for the 2009 WAIS-IV sample than for the 1999 WAIS-III sample for an equal level 

ability (21 out of 29 items or 72%). 

[Insert Table 5 approximately here] 

[Insert Table 6 approximately here] 

 Overall and across the three WAIS versions, the majority of analyzed items became 

more difficult over time for the Arithmetic, Digit Span, Picture Completion, and Vocabulary 
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subtests. Picture Arrangement and Object Assembly had few items, but also demonstrated 

DIF in the direction of being more difficult. Comprehension, Information, and Similarities 

had a mix of items becoming more difficult and less difficult. There was little DIF for Block 

Design and Matrix Reasoning, and all instances of DIF were for items becoming easier. 

 For items whose scoring criteria changed across versions, DIF was in the direction 

opposite to scoring changes in four cases (e.g. scoring became more lenient whereas DIF 

indicated that the item became comparatively harder); in these cases, DIF was probably 

underestimated. In five more cases, DIF was non-significant despite a change of scoring 

criteria; in these cases, scoring changes potentially masked the presence of DIF. In four other 

cases, DIF was in the same direction as scoring changes; in these cases, scoring changes 

potentially explained the presence of DIF. The last five cases were ambiguous due to the 

presence of non-uniform DIF or due to scoring criteria becoming both more lenient and more 

stringent. In sum, changes of scoring potentially explained 9 out of 76 instances of DIF, and 

potentially led to underestimating DIF in 9 other cases. 

 The final step of the analysis was to compare the Flynn effect estimated based on the 

sum of raw item scores, and based on theta ability estimates corrected for the presence of 

DIF. For the comparison between 1989 WAIS-R and 1999 WAIS-III, based on raw scores the 

estimated Flynn effect was +1.03 IQ points (IQ = 99.46 for the 1989 WAIS-R sample and 

IQ = 100.49 for the 1999 WAIS-III sample); based on theta ability estimates corrected for 

DIF, the estimated Flynn effect was +3.87 IQ points (IQ = 97.97 for the 1989 WAIS-R 

sample and IQ = 101.83 for the 1999 WAIS-III sample), closer to the expected rate 

(Pietschnig & Voracek, 2015; Trahan et al., 2014). In other words, raw item scores 

underestimated the Flynn effect by 2.84 IQ points. 

 For the comparison between 1999 WAIS-III and 2009 WAIS-IV, based on raw scores 

the estimated Flynn effect was -3.62 IQ points (IQ = 101.60 for the 1999 WAIS-III sample 
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and IQ = 97.98 for the 2009 WAIS-IV sample), suggesting a negative Flynn effect (Dutton & 

Lynn, 2015); based on theta ability estimates corrected for DIF, the estimated Flynn effect 

was +0.02 IQ points (IQ = 99.99 for the 1999 WAIS-III sample and IQ = 100.01 for the 2009 

WAIS-IV sample), consistent with a slowing of the Flynn effect (Pietschnig & Voracek, 

2015) but not with a negative Flynn effect. In other words, raw item scores underestimated 

the Flynn effect by 3.64 IQ points. 

4. Discussion 

 Our analysis of DIF in Wechsler subtests led to six major conclusions. 1) There was 

substantial evidence of DIF over time, with over half of all items demonstrating significant 

differential functioning across the 1989 WAIS-R, 1999 WAIS-III and 2009 WAIS-IV 

samples, despite a conservative significance threshold set at p = .001. 2) DIF was more 

prevalent in some subtests than others; Block Design and Matrix Reasoning tests were least 

affected, although not immune to DIF. 3) Observed instances of DIF were mostly uniform 

DIF, indicating higher difficulty for one sample than another; non-uniform DIF, indicating 

higher discriminating ability in one sample than another, was less prevalent. 4) Uniform DIF 

was mostly in the direction of items becoming more difficult over time for the same level of 

ability; this was true for a little over two third of the items demonstrating DIF. 5) The effect 

size for DIF was generally low for strictly identical items, although a few items had DIF up to 

R² = .07. 6) Despite the DIF effect size being relatively low for each separate item, its 

cumulative impact across the whole test led to substantial bias in estimates of the Flynn 

effect: the progression of IQ scores was underestimated by 2.84 IQ points between the 1989 

and 1999 samples and by 3.64 IQ points between the 1999 and 2009 samples. 

 Overall, these findings converge with prior literature in showing that there can be 

substantial variations over time in the difficulty of tests of intellectual ability (Beaujean & 
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Osterlind, 2008; Flieller, 1988; Pietschnig et al., 2013; Shiu et al., 2013; Wicherts, 2007; 

Wicherts et al., 2004), and that these variations of difficulty can directly bias estimates of the 

Flynn effect, substantially affecting the conclusions drawn about long-term fluctuations of 

intelligence (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Beaujean & Sheng, 2014; Shiu et al., 2013; 

Wicherts et al., 2004) and making IRT-based estimates of ability inherently preferable 

(Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Beaujean & Sheng, 2010; Pietschnig et al., 2013). 

4.1. Impact of DIF on the Flynn Effect 

 The misestimation of the Flynn effect introduced by DIF over time was sufficient to 

substantially affect the conclusions that could be drawn based on the current dataset. For the 

1989-1999 period, the raw difference in scores suggested a minimal Flynn effect at +1.03 IQ 

points in a decade, compatible with a slowing in the Flynn effect (Pietschnig & Voracek, 

2015), whereas the actual figure was +3.87 IQ points in a decade, close to the average value 

of about three points per decade for the effect (Trahan et al., 2014). For the 1999-2009 

period, the raw difference in scores suggested a negative Flynn effect at -3.62 IQ points, very 

close to the value of -3.8 points claimed by Dutton and Lynn for France (2015); whereas the 

actual figure was a positive Flynn effect of +0.02 points, consistent with a recent slowing 

down or interruption of the Flynn effect in recent times for developed countries (Pietschnig & 

Voracek, 2015; Wongupparaj et al., 2015), but not with an intelligence decline. 

 These findings generally converge with our prior work with the French WAIS 

(Gonthier et al., 2021): they confirm, in a much larger sample representative of the French 

population, that there is indeed no negative Flynn effect in France (although there most likely 

is a decline in the magnitude of the Flynn effect, in line with the literature), with the 

observation of raw score declines in some subtests being attributable to drifts in item 

difficulty over time. 
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 Beyond the specific case of France, this highlights the necessity of systematically 

investigating the possibility of DIF in all assessments of the Flynn effect. Given that the bias 

introduced by DIF was around 3 IQ points per decade in the current study, in the same range 

as the Flynn effect itself, Flynn effect studies are certainly at risk of DIF hiding the true 

changes of average intellectual ability over time. Assuming that the Flynn effect is slowing 

down in developed countries (Pietschnig & Voracek, 2015; Wongupparaj et al., 2015), the 

presence of DIF over time in the direction of items becoming more difficult could be enough 

to offset small gains in intellectual ability, and spuriously create the recent findings of 

negative Flynn effects (Dutton et al., 2016). 

 More generally, these findings complement prior studies investigating tests with more 

restricted content (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Shiu et al., 2013), or examining the WAIS 

and other test batteries at the subtest rather than item level (Beaujean & Sheng, 2014; 

Wicherts et al., 2004), which also converged to the conclusion that non-constant difficulty of 

tests or items can bias Flynn effect estimates. By contrast, a single study concluded that IRT-

based estimates of the Flynn effect were in the same order of magnitude as estimates based 

on sum scores, although somewhat smaller (Pietschnig et al. 2013). The one study finding no 

DIF over time (Beaujean & Sheng, 2010) also found that IRT-based estimates of the Flynn 

effect were substantially higher than estimates based on sum scores, comparable to our own 

results, and further encouraging the use of IRT in future studies on the Flynn effect. 

4.2. Expected DIF for Different Items 

 At the item level, our results showed that most of the biased items became more 

difficult over time, and that DIF was generally of low magnitude. These two findings are not 

expected to generalize to all studies of DIF over time in intelligence tests, and are probably 

due to the method used here: we analyzed only those items common to consecutive versions 

of the WAIS. By definition, this means that the items included in the current study were 
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created for an older sample, then screened by the test developer to ensure that they remained 

current enough to be re-used for a newer version. This has two implications. First, items with 

high expected DIF over time were presumably not included by the test developer in the next 

version, reducing the magnitude of observed DIF. In other words, the current results probably 

underestimate the possible magnitude of DIF over time when tests are not updated: in prior 

studies with the French WAIS (Dutton & Lynn, 2015; Gonthier et al., 2021), subjects in 2009 

and 2019 were asked to perform all items from the 1999 version of the test, potentially 

leading to greater DIF. Second, items were presumably more likely to become outdated, and 

thus to become more difficult to solve as their contents become less well-known over time. 

 It is not always explicit when inspecting the items why their answers should become 

less well-known over time, although some hypotheses can be made (see also Gonthier et al., 

2021). Most items became more difficult for the Information subtest, which is largely based 

on knowledge of famous people and works of art from the XXth century; it is expected that 

this knowledge will fade from public knowledge over time. Items becoming more difficult for 

the Arithmetic subtest may be related to the continuous decline in math knowledge in France 

(OECD, 2019). For the Vocabulary subtest, this may be related to words falling out of use in 

the language. The Picture Completion subtest primarily depicts objects common in the XXth 

century and rural scenes, which can be expected to be less familiar to modern test-takers. For 

other subtests, such as Digit Span Backward, Block Design or Matrix Reasoning, there is no 

obvious explanation for the presence of DIF. 

 Prior studies about DIF over time in tests of intellectual ability have agreed neither on 

the extent, nor on the direction of DIF. The current data showed DIF in about half of items, 

compared to about one sixth (Pietschnig et al., 2013), one third (Gonthier et al., 2021; Shiu et 

al., 2013), half (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008), or two thirds (Flieller, 1988) of items. We 

found that most items became more difficult over time, leading to underestimates of the 
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Flynn effect; similar results were found in some studies (Gonthier et al., 2021; Shiu et al., 

2013), but other studies found that items became easier or that variations of difficulty led to 

overestimates of the Flynn effect (Beaujean & Osterlind, 2008; Pietschnig et al., 2013); yet 

other studies found a mix of items becoming more and less difficult, and variations of 

difficulty leading to both underestimates and overestimates (Beaujean & Sheng, 2014; 

Flieller, 1988; Wicherts et al., 2004). In practice, it is expected that the extent and direction of 

DIF will differ based on the type of items and the type of knowledge they require. As a result, 

no general conclusion can be made, except to stress that the presence of DIF on at least some 

items is very likely and can introduce unpredictable bias. 

4.3. Expected DIF for Different Subtests 

 We found that DIF was substantially less prevalent in Block design and Matrix 

reasoning than in other subtests, which suggests that drifts of difficulty over time are related 

to the cultural load of a subtest (Georgas et al., 2003; Kan et al., 2013). In other words, 

subtests which involve cultural knowledge to a larger extent, especially declarative 

knowledge, are liable to demonstrate more impact of DIF over time (see Gonthier et al., 

2021). In the Wechsler scales, this prominently includes the Arithmetic, Comprehension, 

Information, Similarities and Vocabulary subtests, which all require subjects to answer 

questions based on knowledge acquired more or less explicitly (vocabulary words, general 

knowledge, social rules, etc) in a way highly specific to a given cultural context. The 

implication is that studies of the Flynn effect based on tests that make less use of this type of 

declarative knowledge, such as matrix reasoning tasks, will tend to yield Flynn effect 

estimates less biased by DIF. 

 However, close inspection of items affected by DIF in the current study shows that 

items from all subtests could be affected – including Block Design and Matrix Reasoning – 

which suggests that this is a very general phenomenon. This also constitutes a reminder that 
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no test is really exempt from cultural influences. Even visuo-spatial tests such as matrix tasks 

and constructive tasks require culturally acquired procedural knowledge, such as reading the 

item in a certain direction, paying attention to exact numerosity, being familiar with certain 

shapes, and being used to playing with wooden blocks (for an extensive review, see Gonthier, 

2022; see also Greenfield, 1997). Although these pieces of knowledge are probably less 

variable over time in a given culture than knowledge of trivia or vocabulary use, the current 

results suggest that long-term trends could occur as well. Moreover, certain visuo-spatial tests 

make heavy use of cultural concepts: this is the case for Picture Completion in the WAIS-III 

(which requires identifying missing features in pictures of scenes or objects expected to be 

familiar to the subject), where over two thirds of all items had uniform DIF. In short, the 

results confirm that visuo-spatial tests should also be screened for DIF over time. 

 The finding that DIF was generally less prevalent for visuo-spatial subtests than for 

tests making heavy use of declarative knowledge has one interesting implication for prior 

studies estimating the Flynn effect. It has repeatedly been found that the Flynn effect is larger 

for tests of fluid intelligence; by contrast, tests of crystallized intelligence show smaller gains 

and are more likely to demonstrate an interruption of the Flynn effect (Pietschnig & Voracek, 

2015; for an illustration, see Flynn, 2009). Given that fluid intelligence is usually measured 

with visuo-spatial subtests such as matrices, and crystallized intelligence is usually measured 

with tests of declarative knowledge such as vocabulary and arithmetic, estimates of the Flynn 

effect can be expected to be more biased by DIF for crystallized intelligence. Furthermore, 

we found that DIF over time is mostly in the direction of items becoming more difficult, 

leading to an underestimate of the Flynn effect (see also Gonthier et al., 2021); if this finding 

holds more generally in other datasets, this may partly explain why crystallized intelligence 

shows smaller gains than fluid intelligence: the Flynn effect may be partly compensated by 

increasing difficulty at the item level. 
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4.4. Methods of Testing for Flynn Effects and DIF 

 The new method proposed here to test DIF over time, based on items overlapping 

across successive versions of the same test, allowed us to gain insight into the change of item 

parameters across two decades in representative samples of the general population. This was 

particularly helpful in our country where large-scale intelligence testing is rarely performed, 

and where there was no other way to test this hypothesis. It is also one of the very few 

possibilities available to test intelligence trends over time on the basis of existing data. We 

believe this makes it a useful addition to the toolbox of intelligence researchers. 

 However, the method of using overlapping items as described in the current study is 

far from perfect. Its major issue is that it cannot control for changes in the context in which 

an item is performed in the test (see Zwick, 1991). This includes subtle changes in the way in 

which instructions are worded, or in which responses are scored; changes in the order of 

subtests within the test (which could affect cognitive fatigue or disengagement); and most 

problematically, the position of items within a subtest. In the current datasets, some items 

were identical but performed at different points in successive versions of the test, which can 

bias the results in various ways: subjects completing an item at a later point in the test have 

received more training, but have a higher likelihood of not completing the item at all due to 

reaching the discontinue criterion on prior items. In this study, we ensured that DIF was 

present even for items completed at the beginning of a subtest (see Tables 3-6), and even 

when scoring missing values as "NA", which partly mitigates the latter issue. We recommend 

that the same precaution be taken in future studies using the same method, along with careful 

consideration of small methodological changes, including changes of scoring (see Section 2.3 

Data Preprocessing). 

 While context effects are an actual concern for our method, there are not many 

alternatives to test Flynn effects and DIF over time when different tests are performed at 
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different timepoints: the only other existing method is to have a group of subjects complete 

both the older and newer version of the same test to serve as a point of comparison (e.g. 

Dutton & Lynn, 2015; Flynn, 1984, 1998b). This method has its own problems, primarily 

related to small and unrepresentative samples (see Gonthier et al., 2021). In this light, we 

believe the method of overlapping items described here to be a helpful complement – and one 

which can be particularly useful in other datasets using tests that experience less changes than 

successive versions of the WAIS. The two methods of using a common set of subjects or a 

common set of items can even be used in parallel to confirm each other's conclusions (just 

like the current results appear to confirm the conclusions of Gonthier et al., 2021). 

 A possible extension of our method would be to use overlapping items as anchors for 

test linking (for an introduction to this topic, see Kolen & Brennan, 2014; for an example, see 

Shiu et al., 2013). The idea of test linking is to use items common to two versions of a test as 

a point of reference to place the IRT parameters of other items on the same scale for the two 

versions. This makes it possible to use data from all items to obtain ability estimates that are 

directly comparable between the two versions; by contrast, our study used just the 

overlapping items themselves. Test linking is a powerful method, but is only appropriate 

when major precautions are met: there must be enough overlapping items without DIF to 

serve as anchors (Kolen & Brennan, 2014, recommend that they represent 20% of all items), 

and these items should be spread evenly across difficulty levels and test content, criteria 

which were not met in the current dataset. It is also critical that overlapping items serving as 

anchors be presented in similar contexts (Kolen & Brennan, 2014; Zwick, 1991), which as 

discussed above, is not the case in consecutive versions of the Wechsler scales, making test 

linking generally unsuitable in this case. However, the method can be useful with intelligence 

tests including more similar or even identical content (Shiu et al., 2013). 
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 Critically, methodological limitations regarding context effects are inherent to the 

particular case of testing for DIF over time based on items overlapping across successive 

versions of the same test. When on the other hand the same test is completed by all subjects 

across years, an unbiased test of DIF over time can be easily achieved. This is the case, for 

example, for large-scale testing of military conscripts using Borge Priene's Prove in Denmark 

(Teasdale & Owen, 2008) or the Peruskoe test in Finland (Dutton & Lynn, 2013), whose 

content does not change. Both tests have been used to claim negative Flynn effects (Dutton & 

Lynn, 2013; Dutton et al., 2016; Teasdale & Owen, 2008), but both tests include content with 

a substantial cultural load (e.g. verbal analogies and word knowledge), which makes them 

particularly exposed to DIF over time. These are just two examples. Given the current results 

and prior research (Pietschnig et al., 2013; Wicherts et al., 2004), we argue that all datasets 

used to investigate Flynn effects should be systematically screened for DIF over time. 
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Table 1 

Number of items retained for analysis in each subtest 

Subtest 
Analyzable items common to 

WAIS-R and WAIS-III 
Analyzable items common to 

WAIS-III and WAIS-IV 

Arithmetic 5 1 
Block Design 9 4 
Comprehension 3 4 
Digit Span Forward NA 5 
Digit Span Backward NA 5 
Information 9 4 
Matrix Reasoning NA 8 
Object Assembly 3 NA 
Picture Arrangement 3 NA 
Picture Completion 10 12 
Similarities 5 5 
Vocabulary 12 4 
Total 59 52 

Note. NA indicates that the subtest was not included in one version or that raw item data were 

not available. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Number of items with uniform and non-uniform DIF per subtest 

Subtest 
WAIS-R and WAIS-III WAIS-III and WAIS-IV 

Uniform DIF Non-uniform DIF Uniform DIF Non-uniform DIF 

Arithmetic 5/5 (100%) 0/5 (0%) 0/1 (0%) 0/1 (0%) 
Block Design 0/9 (0%) 3/9 (33%) 1/4 (25%) 0/4 (0%) 
Comprehension 2/3 (67%) 1/3 (33%) 3/4 (75%) 0/4 (0%) 
Digit Span Forward - - 1/5 (20%) 1/5 (20%) 
Digit Span Backward - - 5/5 (100%) 0/5 (0%) 
Information 4/9 (44%) 7/9 (78%) 3/4 (75%) 0/4 (0%) 
Matrix Reasoning - - 3/8 (38%) 0/8 (0%) 
Object Assembly 1/3 (33%) 2/3 (67%) - - 
Picture Arrangement 3/3 (100%) 0/3 (0%) - - 
Picture Completion 7/10 (70%) 4/10 (40%) 8/12 (67%) 3/12 (25%) 
Similarities 3/5 (60%) 3/5 (60%) 3/5 (60%) 2/5 (40%) 
Vocabulary 9/12 (75%) 10/12 (83%) 4/4 (100%) 0/4 (0%) 
Total 34/59 (58%) 30/59 (51%) 29/52 (56%) 6/52 (12%) 
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Table 3 

Comparison between WAIS-R and WAIS-III for verbal subtests 

Item ID Item  

differences 

 Uniform DIF  Non-uniform DIF 

WAIS-R WAIS-III  R²  p-value Direction  R² p-value Direction 

ARI-09 ARI-10   .01 <.001 harder  .00 .108  

ARI-10 ARI-14   .02 <.001 harder  .00 .458  

ARI-12 ARI-13   .01 <.001 harder  .00 .246  

ARI-13 ARI-18 !  .06 <.001 harder  .00 .088  

ARI-14 ARI-20 !  .04 <.001 harder  .00 .156  

COM-03 COM-04   .01 <.001 easier  .00 .006  

COM-06 COM-08   .00 .447   .00 .068  

COM-12 COM-12   .02 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 less disc. 

INF-07 INF-07   .00 .801   .00 .141  

INF-13 INF-19   .00 .580   .01 <.001 less disc. 

INF-14 INF-06   .01 .002   .00 .174  

INF-15 INF-12   .01 <.001 easier  .01 <.001 less disc. 

INF-16 INF-18   .00 .709   .01 .001 less disc. 

INF-22 INF-10 s-  .05 <.001 easier  .02 <.001 less disc. 

INF-23 INF-15 s-  .00 .752   .03 <.001 less disc. 

INF-24 INF-22   .01 <.001 easier  .01 <.001 less disc. 

INF-26 INF-24   .01 .001 harder  .03 <.001 less disc. 

SIM-04 SIM-06   .00 .378   .00 .084  

SIM-06 SIM-08   .04 <.001 harder  .02 <.001 less disc. 

SIM-07 SIM-07   .01 <.001 easier  .00 .495  

SIM-11 SIM-12   .04 <.001 harder  .03 <.001 less disc. 

SIM-13 SIM-13   .00 .002   .02 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-05 VOC-04   .01 .001 easier  .00 .744  

VOC-09 VOC-06   .01 <.001 easier  .01 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-13 VOC-07 s#  .00 .768   .01 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-16 VOC-12   .01 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-21 VOC-29   .02 <.001 harder  .02 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-24 VOC-15   .01 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-27 VOC-21 s+  .01 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-28 VOC-23 s-  .01 <.001 harder  .03 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-30 VOC-27 s+  .02 <.001 harder  .02 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-32 VOC-24   .00 .239   .02 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-33 VOC-32   .00 .714   .02 <.001 less disc. 

VOC-35 VOC-33   .02 <.001 harder  .00 .340  

Note. These items were analyzed along with those in Table 4. ARI =Arithmetic, 

COM = Comprehension, INF = Information, SIM = Similarities, VOC = Vocabulary. Item 

differences are marked ! for items not strictly identical but logically equivalent, or s+, s-, and 

s# for identical items with different scoring criteria in the more recent version (respectively 

more stringent criteria, more lenient criteria, and both more stringent and more lenient 

criteria). R² is the Nagelkerke pseudo-R² from the logistic ordinal regression, p is the 

corresponding p-value based on Monte-Carlo simulations. Comparisons yielding significant 

DIF are in boldface. 
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Table 4 

Comparison between WAIS-R and WAIS-III for visuo-spatial subtests 

Item ID Item  

differences 

Uniform DIF  Non-uniform DIF 

WAIS-R WAIS-III R² p-value Direction  R² p-value Direction 

ARR-06 ARR-06  .02 <.001 harder  .00 .006  

ARR-09 ARR-08  .03 <.001 harder  .00 .028  

ARR-10 ARR-07  .03 <.001 easier  .00 .018  

BD-01 BD-05  .01 .006   .00 .247  

BD-02 BD-07  .01 .016   .00 .094  

BD-03 BD-06  .02 .004   .00 .443  

BD-04 BD-08  .00 .098   .00 .690  

BD-05 BD-09  .00 .302   .00 .004  

BD-06 BD-10  .00 .152   .00 .203  

BD-07 BD-11 ! .00 .051   .01 <.001 more disc. 

BD-08 BD-12  .00 .684   .00 <.001 more disc. 

BD-09 BD-13  .00 .094   .01 <.001 more disc. 

OBA-01 OBA-01  .00 .054   .00 .138  

OBA-02 OBA-02  .00 .275   .00 <.001 more disc. 

OBA-04 OBA-03  .02 <.001 harder  .01 .001 more disc. 

PIC-01 PIC-06  .01 .002   .00 .846  

PIC-06 PIC-08  .00 .128   .00 .482  

PIC-07 PIC-07  .04 <.001 easier  .00 .026  

PIC-08 PIC-09  .00 .054   .00 .031  

PIC-09 PIC-18  .03 <.001 harder  .00 .076  

PIC-10 PIC-12 ! .12 <.001 easier  .00 .108  

PIC-11 PIC-14 ! .26 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 less disc. 

PIC-14 PIC-24 ! .03 <.001 harder  .01 .001 less disc. 

PIC-16 PIC-10  .04 <.001 harder  .02 <.001 less disc. 

PIC-20 PIC-25  .01 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 less disc. 

Note. These items were analyzed along with those in Table 3. ARR = Picture Arrangement, 

BD = Block Design, OBA = Object Assembly, PIC = Picture Completion. Item differences 

are marked ! for items not strictly identical but logically equivalent. R² is the Nagelkerke 

pseudo-R² from the logistic ordinal regression, p is the corresponding p-value based on 

Monte-Carlo simulations. Comparisons yielding significant DIF are in boldface. 
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Table 5 

Comparison between WAIS-III and WAIS-IV for verbal subtests 

Item ID Item  

differences 

Uniform DIF  Non-uniform DIF 

WAIS-III WAIS-IV R² p-value Direction  R² p-value Direction 

ARI-10 ARI-13  .00 .531   .00 .318  

COM-05 COM-06 s- .00 .062   .00 .226  

COM-10 COM-04 s+ .00 .270   .00 .774  

COM-11 COM-13  .03 <.001 harder  .00 .185  

COM-13 COM-14  .00 .020   .00 .021  

DSF-04 DSF-04  .01 <.001 harder  .00 .112  

DSF-05 DSF-05  .00 .354   .01 .001 more disc. 

DSF-06 DSF-06  .00 .736   .00 .084  

DSF-07 DSF-07  .00 .482   .00 .484  

DSF-08 DSF-08  .00 .329   .00 .424  

DSB-03 DSB-03  .06 <.001 harder  .00 .311  

DSB-04 DSB-04  .05 <.001 harder  .00 .104  

DSB-05 DSB-05  .06 <.001 harder  .00 .109  

DSB-06 DSB-06  .07 <.001 harder  .00 .744  

DSB-07 DSB-07  .04 <.001 harder  .00 .228  

INF-09 INF-09 s- .00 .196   .00 .133  

INF-13 INF-12  .01 <.001 harder  .00 .777  

INF-18 INF-17  .03 <.001 harder  .00 .083  

INF-28 INF-25  .04 <.001 harder  .00 .233  

SIM-07 SIM-11 ! s# .07 <.001 harder  .02 <.001 less disc. 

SIM-09 SIM-12 s- .00 .003   .00 .045  

SIM-10 SIM-10 s- .00 .006   .00 .021  

SIM-12 SIM-06 s- .07 <.001 easier  .01 <.001 more disc. 

SIM-19 SIM-16 s# .01 <.001 easier  .00 .428  

VOC-08 VOC-09 s- .01 <.001 harder  .00 .518  

VOC-15 VOC-21 s# .04 <.001 harder  .00 .577  

VOC-18 VOC-13 s- .01 <.001 harder  .00 .773  

VOC-20 VOC-18 s- .01 <.001 harder  .00 .744  

Note. These items were analyzed along with those in Table 6. ARI =Arithmetic, 

COM = Comprehension, DSF = Digit Span Forward, DSB = Digit Span Backward, 

INF = Information, SIM = Similarities, VOC = Vocabulary. Item differences are marked ! for 

items not strictly identical but logically equivalent, or s+, s-, and s# for identical items with 

different scoring criteria in the more recent version (respectively more stringent criteria, more 

lenient criteria, and both more stringent and more lenient criteria). R² is the Nagelkerke 

pseudo-R² from the logistic ordinal regression, p is the corresponding p-value based on 

Monte-Carlo simulations. Comparisons yielding significant DIF are in boldface. 
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Table 6 

Comparison between WAIS-III and WAIS-IV for visuo-spatial subtests 

Item ID Item  

differences 

Uniform DIF  Non-uniform DIF 

WAIS-III WAIS-IV R² p-value Direction  R² p-value Direction 

BD-11 BD-11  .01 <.001 easier  .00 .460  

BD-12 BD-12  .00 .253   .00 .446  

BD-13 BD-13  .00 .102   .00 .452  

BD-14 BD-14  .00 .115   .00 .345  

MAT-08 MAT-08  .04 <.001 easier  .00 .288  

MAT-09 MAT-10  .00 .003   .00 .600  

MAT-10 MAT-11  .00 .090   .00 .016  

MAT-14 MAT-14  .00 .022   .00 .029  

MAT-15 MAT-15  .00 .055   .00 .371  

MAT-17 MAT-16  .02 <.001 easier  .00 .747  

MAT-22 MAT-19 ! .02 <.001 easier  .00 .036  

MAT-26 MAT-26  .00 .544   .00 .222  

PIC-07 PIC-04  .01 .003   .01 <.001 less disc. 

PIC-08 PIC-07  .00 .076   .00 .034  

PIC-11 PIC-09  .11 <.001 harder  .01 <.001 more disc. 

PIC-12 PIC-05  .02 <.001 harder  .00 .002  

PIC-16 PIC-08  .01 <.001 easier  .01 .001 less disc. 

PIC-17 PIC-06  .04 <.001 easier  .00 .081  

PIC-19 PIC-19  .50 <.001 harder  .00 .510  

PIC-21 PIC-13  .04 <.001 harder  .00 .499  

PIC-22 PIC-10  .03 <.001 easier  .00 .009  

PIC-23 PIC-18  .03 <.001 harder  .00 .290  

PIC-24 PIC-16  .00 .377   .00 .416  

PIC-25 PIC-15  .00 .037   .00 .014  

Note. These items were analyzed along with those in Table 5. BD = Block Design, 

MAT = Matrix Reasoning, PIC = Picture Completion. Item differences are marked ! for items 

not strictly identical but logically equivalent. R² is the Nagelkerke pseudo-R² from the logistic 

ordinal regression, p is the corresponding p-value based on Monte-Carlo simulations. 

Comparisons yielding significant DIF are in boldface. 


